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Chapter 1

1

Understanding
JavaHelp 1:

When I first saw a demonstration of Sun Microsystems’ JavaHelp early in 1998, I
knew that Sun had designed a great new HTML-based help system that would
answer most help authors’ needs. They proposed the best online help solution for
Java applications and applets, and offered a great source for online help and docu-
mentation in general. Finally: online documentation that is easy to author, easy to
use, and, best of all, fully functional across all computer platforms.

We are entering an age in software documentation where many new HTML-based
help systems are emerging and are trying to provide solutions for all help-author-
ing needs. With Java becoming such a widely used programming language, help
authors need an HTML-based help system that is as flexible as the Java applica-
tions themselves. JavaHelp to the rescue!

To get you started learning JavaHelp, this chapter provides the following topics:

• What is JavaHelp?

• Using JavaHelp for online documentation

• Understanding the files in a HelpSet

• Following the JavaHelp process

• Installing JavaHelp on your computer

• Seeing JavaHelp in action

• Deciding how to present a HelpSet

• Deciding how to install a HelpSet

• Encapsulating HelpSet files

• Finding more information on JavaHelp
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What Is JavaHelp?
JavaHelp is an online help system developed in the Java programming language. It
is similar to other help systems, such as WinHelp and HTML Help, in that you use
a table of contents (TOC), index, or word search index to find and display help
topics. A complete “online help data set,” consisting of individual help-topic files,
TOC, and indexes, is called a HelpSet.

As shown in Figure 1-1, JavaHelp uses a tripane window (a window with three
frames). This tripane window, called the HelpSet Viewer, offers users the ability to
work with the help system’s commands, navigation controls, and help topics at the
same time, without having to switch to different windows. Using this tripane win-
dow, users select an item from the navigation pane, and the corresponding help
topic appears in the content pane. If a help topic contains a link, the user can
click it to display the corresponding HTML page in the content pane. If the link
leads to another topic in the same HelpSet, the navigation pane automatically
updates itself to highlight the title of the new topic.

The HelpSet Viewer functions like a web browser: it has similar controls, but it is
designed specifically to work with JavaHelp files.

Figure 1-1. The HelpSet Viewer
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JavaHelp topic files are HTML files, and these HTML files function the same way
as in a web browser. The HelpSet Viewer also supports pop-up windows, second-
ary windows, and multimedia clips. (Java programming is required to provide a
Java multimedia component for use with the HelpSet Viewer).

Like many other help systems, JavaHelp can present help information to users in
several ways:

Application-level help
The user enters at a top level, such as an introductory topic or a table of con-
tents.

Screen-level help
The user clicks a button to launch the help system with a specific help topic
that describes the application’s current screen.

Field-level help
The user selects a specific application control (such as a text box or a button)
on which to obtain help.

Embedded help
The help system is built directly into the application’s interface.

If you are familiar with other help systems, you might be thinking, “So what’s
new?” JavaHelp’s unique feature is that it is developed in the Java programming
language. Therefore, Java programming can enhance the HelpSet Viewer to
match your project’s custom needs. Also, JavaHelp integrates seamlessly with Java
applications. Since JavaHelp runs with the Java platform, it runs in the same pro-
cess as the Java application for which it is created.

Using JavaHelp for Online
Documentation
With so many options for online help systems, you might wonder why you should
use JavaHelp or how it compares with other online help systems. JavaHelp might
be not only the best online help system to use with your Java applications or
applets but also a great source for providing online documentation in general.

Why Use JavaHelp for Online Help?
If you are designing online help for a Java application, JavaHelp is the best help
system for the job. Since JavaHelp is written in Java, it is platform-independent and
is guaranteed to run in any environment in which its associated Java application
runs. Also, since JavaHelp is implemented using Java Foundation Class (JFC) com-
ponents, Java programming can customize JavaHelp’s interfaces and functionality.
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JavaHelp offers many online help-presentation options. You can design it for
standalone, context-sensitive, or embedded modes; you can also use other stan-
dard help features such as pop-up windows, secondary windows, and multimedia
integration.

Finally, JavaHelp is easy to merge and update. If you have different software appli-
cations with different HelpSets, you can merge them so that users see a single,
integrated online help system. If you ever have to update your JavaHelp topics, you
can easily do so since JavaHelp uses standard HTML files for its help topics.

Comparing JavaHelp with Other Help Systems
Help authors today have many options for providing online documentation. Most
help authors are familiar with WinHelp, an older Windows help system that pro-
vides online documentation with Windows-based applications. Today there are an
increasing number of online help options, most of which are based on HTML.
HTML-based help systems (such as JavaHelp) offer online help solutions for more
than just the Windows operating system.

Having many online help systems to choose from, however, makes it more confus-
ing for help authors to decide which help system to use under which situation. It is
not the position of this book to tell you which help system to use in different situa-
tions—only to help you recognize circumstances for which JavaHelp is your best
online help solution.

I’ve already explained why JavaHelp is the perfect solution for Java applications.
Actually, JavaHelp will probably solve the majority of your online documentation
needs whether you’re working with Java applications or not. For example, as you
will read in the next section, you can use JavaHelp for online books, such as refer-
ence manuals or user’s guides.

The only situation where I would not recommend using JavaHelp is when you want
to incorporate an online help system into a non-Java application. Because of the
different environments, other online help systems are better for different plat-
forms. For example, an application developed with Visual Basic would not be well
suited JavaHelp. You could certainly use JavaHelp, but using the Java runtime envi-
ronment only for the online help system would not be worth the required
resources. Instead, a more compatible online help system such as WinHelp or
HTML Help would work better with the application and integrate more smoothly
with the development environment.
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Using JavaHelp for General Online Documentation
JavaHelp is not only a solution for providing online help with Java applications.
Since JavaHelp is platform-independent, it offers a solution for general online doc-
umentation. Online books and reference material can be distributed through Java-
Help, since users of all platforms can access it.

For example, the “Aviation” HelpSet I refer to in this book could be an online ref-
erence document independent of any software application. You could create
something similar for reference manuals, user’s guides, product specifications,
and just about any other type of document you can imagine.

When you compare other options for online books, JavaHelp emerges as a viable
solution. For example, you could use ASCII text files to distribute cross-platform
documentation; however, you would not be able to use a user-friendly navigation
controls or add images and text formatting as with JavaHelp. If you want to use a
more sophisticated documentation tool (such as Microsoft Word) to add naviga-
tion, images, and text formatting to your documentation, you have to deal with
more complex issues with regards to portability and user software requirements.

Understanding the Files in a HelpSet
Each online help project (such as the Aviation project previously illustrated) is
implemented as a set of files, called the HelpSet. A HelpSet includes HTML-format
topic files along with JavaHelp-specific configuration files.

The HelpSet includes three kinds of files:

• HelpSet data files

• navigation files

• topic files

HelpSet data files contain overall information about the structure and content of the
HelpSet. These are text files, structured in Extensible Markup Language (XML)
format. There are two HelpSet data files:

• The HelpSet file, with filename suffix .hs, is the HelpSet’s “master control” file.
It specifies the navigation components to be used, along with the files that
configure the navigation components. It also specifies the HelpSet’s map file.

Don’t confuse the similar terms HelpSet file and HelpSet. The HelpSet is the set of
all files in a particular project; the HelpSet file is the project’s master control
file.

• The map file, with filename suffix .jhm, assigns a map ID (shorthand name) to
each help topic. It maps ID strings to the uniform resource locators (URLs) of
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topic files. The HelpSet file and navigation files always use map IDs to refer to
help topics; they never use the topic’s URLs directly.

The navigation files configure the HelpSet’s TOC, index, and word-search index.
The TOC and index files (also in XML format) are similar in structure. The Java-
Help system reads the information in these files to know what to display in the
TOC and index tabs in the navigation pane.

NOTE What is the difference between “JavaHelp system” and “HelpSet”? I
use the term JavaHelp system to mean the HelpSet Viewer (or a
viewer embedded in another application) in action: loading a
HelpSet, displaying its help topics and enabling the user to navigate
between topics. The term HelpSet is just the set of files you provide
to implement a particular online help project.

The word-search index is a bit more complex; it refers to a folder that contains sev-
eral files. You create these files using an indexing utility Sun provides with Java-
Help. The indexing utility builds a full-text search database for the HelpSet. The
database is then searched when users type in a specific word under the word-
search tab in the navigation pane.

The actual topic files for a HelpSet are HTML files. You can have only one topic
per HTML file because the map file assigns one map ID to one HTML file. The
topic files can include images and links just as with ordinary HTML pages. Addi-
tionally, you can use controls for pop-up windows, secondary windows, and multi-
media clips.

Following the JavaHelp Process
The JavaHelp system begins by reading a HelpSet file, which provides information
about a particular help project. To display navigation information, the JavaHelp
system must read the navigation files listed in the HelpSet file. Additionally, the
JavaHelp system uses the information in the map file to find the individual topic
files in the HelpSet. Figure 1-2 demonstrates how the HelpSet files work together
to display information in the viewer.

For example, let’s say that a person accesses online help to find a help topic on
deleting files in an application. When the user opens the HelpSet for that applica-
tion, the system first reads the HelpSet file and determines the location of the map
file and the navigation files. The system then reads those map and navigation files
and displays the navigation information in the navigation area of the HelpSet
Viewer. The user can then use the navigation components (TOC, index, or word
search index) to find the topic on deleting files. The appropriate help topic then
displays in the content area of the HelpSet Viewer.
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Installing JavaHelp on Your Computer
To work with JavaHelp while you read this book, you must set up your computer to
run JavaHelp as well as the sample files in this book. You can obtain the JavaHelp
distribution from Sun Microsystems’ JavaHelp web page at http://www.java.sun.
com/products/javahelp. Also, I provide a link to Sun’s download page under “Exam-
ples” on the book’s web page, http://www.oreilly.com/catalog/creatingjavahelp.

Once you connect to the download site, Sun provides instructions on how to
download and run the JavaHelp installation file. Sun provides a default installa-
tion location, but I installed JavaHelp to the root level of my computer. Under
Windows, you might install JavaHelp in C:\jh1.1; under Unix or Linux, you might
install it in subdirectory jh1.1 of your home directory (or, if you have permission,
in /usr/local/jh1.1). Also, take a peek ahead to Chapter 8, Deploying the Help System
to Your Users. In section “Ensuring Basic Java Support,” I discuss matching Java-
Help to a computer’s Java processing environment.

When you install the JavaHelp distribution, pay close attention to any README file
that Sun includes. As JavaHelp is developed further, its requirements might
change. For example, the version I used when I started writing this book required
that I use shell commands to launch a JavaHelp system. However, when Sun

Figure 1-2. How a HelpSet’s files work together

What About JavaHelp 1.0?
JavaHelp 1.0 is no longer available on Sun’s JavaHelp web page. Since any work
done in JavaHelp 1.0 is completely compatible with JavaHelp 1.1, I highly rec-
ommend switching to JavaHelp 1.1, regardless of which Java development
environment you use.
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released a newer version of JavaHelp, they provided a graphical user interface
(GUI) tool to handle this task. The only way to know what is current is to keep up
with Sun’s documentation.

After you install JavaHelp, download the sample files used in this book (click on
“Examples” at this book’s web page). There are HelpSets and small Java applica-
tions, all of which are designed to help you learn JavaHelp. Each set of sample files
is compressed. To use them, decompress the files and read the enclosed ReadMe.
txt file for more information.

NOTE To help you learn JavaHelp concepts, some chapters instruct you to
change the original code in certain sample files. Before making any
changes, you should back up the entire folder containing the origi-
nal files. This backup prevents you from permanently losing the
files’ original information after you modify them. Each exercise
assumes you are starting with the original files downloaded from this
book’s web site.

Seeing JavaHelp in Action
JavaHelp is intuitive and functions similarly to other online help systems. If you are
familiar with WinHelp or HTML Help, you should have no problem navigating
through a JavaHelp system. The best way to get familiar with JavaHelp’s look and
feel is to play with it. This section guides you through working with a JavaHelp sys-
tem and shows you how JavaHelp’s basic features work.

NOTE If you have not yet downloaded the sample files discussed earlier in
this chapter, you should do so before continuing. While the screen
shots in this section provide a sufficient “look” at JavaHelp, only the
system itself can provide you with its actual “feel.”

Starting the JavaHelp System
The way users will start the JavaHelp system depends on how you connect it to an
application or applet. Usually, it is as simple as clicking a button or selecting a
menu item. To run a JavaHelp system independently of an application (for exam-
ple, when you are testing a HelpSet), use the hsviewer utility Sun includes with Java-
Help. Under Windows, you can launch the hsviewer utility through a shortcut cre-
ated in the Start menu when you installed JavaHelp. Under Unix or Linux, you
can find hsviewer in the demos/bin subdirectory in the JavaHelp installation area.
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The HelpSet Viewer starts by displaying a simple file-selection dialog. Specify the
HelpSet filename and the URL of the directory where it resides, as shown in
Figure 1-3.

Give it a try: specify the “Aviation” HelpSet file and URL in the hsviewer utility. The
easiest way to do this is to click the Browse button and browse for the HelpSet file.
Once you have specified the HelpSet name and directory URL, click the Display
button to load the HelpSet into the JavaHelp system.

Working with the JavaHelp Interface
After you load the Aviation HelpSet, take a look at the HelpSet Viewer’s structure.
As discussed earlier, the standard HelpSet Viewer uses a tripane window to display
its menus, toolbar, navigation controls, and help topics. As you saw in Figure 1-1,
the toolbar pane contains the menu and toolbar, which offers menus and controls
to assist you in viewing the current HelpSet. The navigation pane contains a TOC,
index, or word search index. The content pane displays the current help topic. You
not only can read the topic’s content in this pane but also can access pop-up and
secondary windows for expanded information, launch multimedia clips (if you
have a multimedia component), and follow hyperlinks to other topics or web
pages. Hyperlinks can lead not only to HTML pages in the current HelpSet, but
also to web sites on the Internet, as shown with the student pilot site link in the
Aviation introductory topic.

Using Toolbar Controls and Menus
The JavaHelp toolbar contains previous and next buttons, similar to those found
in web browsers. The previous and next buttons enable you to browse back and
forth through topics you have previously viewed. They do not advance you back
and forth in order of the help topics as they exist in the TOC. Like a web browser,
these buttons are not enabled until you begin navigating through the help system
and have viewed topics to which you can move back and forth.

Figure 1-3. HelpSet Viewer: specifying a HelpSet
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The toolbar also contains print buttons next to the previous and next buttons. You
use the print buttons to set up the page’s print options and to print the help topic
that is displayed in the HelpSet Viewer.

As you read a help topic, you might find that you would rather display the topic in
the entire viewer instead of taking up space for the navigation pane. You can eas-
ily show and hide the navigation pane using buttons, as shown in Figure 1-4.

There are also menus at the top of the HelpSet Viewer. These menus offer basic
functions such as opening a web page, selecting a new HelpSet, or setting font
preferences. If you click Open page from the File menu, the HelpSet Viewer dis-
plays the window shown in Figure 1-5.

You can use this window to access not only topics from the current HelpSet but
also HTML pages from any web site. If you are connected to the Internet, try typ-
ing http://www.oreilly.com in the URL box and then click the OK button. As you
probably guessed, the HelpSet Viewer displays the O’Reilly web site.

Figure 1-4. HelpSet Viewer: showing and hiding the navigation pane

Figure 1-5. HelpSet Viewer: opening a help topic or web page
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If you select Set HelpSet from the File menu, the viewer displays the same window
shown in Figure 1-3 for selecting a new HelpSet. You can also change the fonts in
the navigation pane by clicking Set Font from the Options menu. When the Set
Font window appears, simply select a font and size.

Navigating Through the JavaHelp System
Below the toolbar controls and menus is the navigation pane. The navigation con-
trols are very important in any online documentation system. Online documenta-
tion is useless if users cannot find the information they need. As shown earlier in
Figure 1-1, the navigation pane in the JavaHelp system provides three types of navi-
gation controls (or navigators):

• TOC

• Index

• Word search index (known as the Find feature in other online help systems)

You access each navigation control by clicking its associated tab, as shown in
Figure 1-6.

The TOC provides navigation information similar to the TOC of a book. Individ-
ual topics are grouped into categories (like sections of a book are grouped into
chapters). Each category (represented in Figure 1-6 by a folder icon) can contain
both subcategories and individual topics. You can open and close a category by
double-clicking the category name or by single-clicking the level icon to its left.
You view a help topic by clicking its title. Give it a try using the following steps with
the Aviation HelpSet:

Figure 1-6. JavaHelp navigation components

Table of Contents
Word Search

Index
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1. Double-click the Airplane Structure category in the TOC.

An overview topic that is associated with the category appears in the content
pane, and a list of help topics expands below the Airplane Structure folder in
the TOC.

2. Click a help topic within the Airplane Structure category.

As you would expect, the associated topic appears in the content pane.

3. Now is a good time to use the previous and next buttons in the toolbar to see
how they integrate with the TOC. Click the previous button.

The content pane “jumps” (backward or forward) to the previously displayed
topic. Notice that the highlighted category or topic in the TOC stays synchro-
nized with the topic displayed in the content pane.

The index provides navigation information similar to the index of a book, with
one distinct difference; in the JavaHelp index, you can type a word, or any charac-
ter string, directly to find it in the index. Under the index tab (the middle tab), in
the Find box, type the word landing (the index is case-sensitive, so be sure to use
all lowercase letters as shown) and press Enter. The system highlights the first
index item that matches the search string, and the index item’s associated topic
displays in the content pane.

With landing still typed in the Find box, press Enter again. As you keep pressing
Enter, subsequent index items are highlighted in the index and their associated
topics display in the content pane. You can also scroll through the index to select
index items from it.

JavaHelp also offers a word-search facility through which users can type a word or
phrase and have the system display a choice of topics that contain that word or
phrase. The search is case-insensitive. The helpfulness of this feature depends on
the search term the user types. With a specific term, such as “metadata file,” the
word-search facility will probably find just the desired topics. With a general term,
such as “file,” the word-search facility will probably find too many topics.

Give this feature a try with the Aviation HelpSet. Under the word-search index tab
(the tab on the right), in the Find box, type retractable landing gear and
then press Enter. The result of the word search is a list of topics. Each topic is
annotated with the number of hits—the number of occurrences of the search
term, exactly or approximately, within the topic.

The HelpSet Viewer automatically displays the first help topic in the list of hits,
with the occurrences of the search term highlighted. In the navigation pane, each
hit is annotated a number and an icon. The number indicates how often the
search term appears in the help topic; the icon represents the ranking of that
topic’s matches: how close the text in the topic is to the specified search term.
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There are five possible rankings, from a full circle (highest ranking) to an empty
circle (lowest ranking).

For example, when you entered the phrase retractable landing gear, the
viewer generated several topic titles. The title “Landing Gear” has a full circle
because all of the words in the search phrase (“retractable” and “landing” and
“gear”) appear in the topic together. The title “Drag” has a half-filled circle
because only two of the words (“landing” and “gear”) appear in the topic. The title
“Airports” has an almost empty circle because only one word (“landing”) appears
in the topic.

Viewing Help Topics
When you access help topics using the navigation controls, you can work with
them as if they were in a standard web browser. You can scroll through and read
topics the same way you do with a web browser. Also, hyperlinks work the same way
as in a browser. When you see blue underlined text in a topic, click it to go to the
topic associated with that link. You can access pop-up windows, secondary win-
dows, and multimedia clips through help topics. To see how these features work,
go through the following steps with the Aviation HelpSet.

1. If it is not already selected, click Introduction to Aviation.

2. When the help topic opens, click the JavaHelp Note button.

A pop-up window appears, providing a note. You are not limited to buttons for
providing pop-up windows; you can also use an image or a regular text link.

3. Click anywhere in the HelpSet Viewer (but not in the pop-up window) to close
the pop-up window.

4. Click the TOC folder titled Airplane Structure.

5. When the help topic opens, click the picture of the airplane.

A similar pop-up window appears.

6. Click anywhere in the HelpSet Viewer to close the pop-up window.

7. In the TOC, open the folders Flight Environment, Airports, and then Run-
ways and Taxiways, and then click the TOC help topic titled Markings.

8. When the help topic opens, click the bulleted blue text “Runway markings.”

This time a secondary window appears. Notice that this window looks more
like a standard window than did the pop-up window. You can move, resize,
and close the secondary window like a standard window.

9. Close the secondary window by clicking its close button.
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I discuss pop-up windows and secondary windows in more detail in Chapter 6,
Enhancing the HelpSet.

Deciding How to Present a HelpSet
The way you present a HelpSet to users can be as important as the help content
itself. If users have a hard time accessing the help system, they might become
reluctant to use it. The main presentation options for a HelpSet are as standalone
help, as context-sensitive help (screen-level or field-level), and as embedded help.

Using Standalone Help
A standalone HelpSet is one that the user views independently of an application.
When the user calls for help (either while running the application or at another
time), the HelpSet Viewer appears with an overview topic in the content pane.
From this initial point, users must navigate through the help system to find the
topics in which they are interested. Navigation controls are very important to a
standalone HelpSet, because they are the only means the user has to access
detailed information.

The Aviation HelpSet used in this book is an example of a standalone HelpSet.
You launch it manually and then navigate through the HelpSet’s topics. A straight-
forward alternative is to have an application launch a standalone HelpSet when
the user invokes the application’s help command.

Using Context-Sensitive Help
Standalone HelpSets are sufficient for supporting an application, but what if you
want to provide a friendlier help system to your users? You might want to provide
help through context-sensitivity. Context-sensitivity simply means that the help sys-
tem displays a help topic specific to the given situation at the time the user
requests help. There are two types of context-sensitive help, both of which are
available with JavaHelp. The first type is called screen-level help. With screen-level
context-sensitive help, the user is working in a particular application screen that
has a button to activate help. When the user clicks that button, the help system
starts and displays the specific help topic for the active screen. The user can also
navigate through the help system to view other topics.

A second type of context-sensitive help is called field-level help (also known as
What’s This help). This type of help is integrated with the application’s interface.
Users typically activate a mechanism (for example, clicking a button with a ques-
tion mark) and then point to or click a control in the active window. The help sys-
tem then displays a help topic that describes the selected control.
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Some help systems use a simple pop-up window for field-level help to save on avail-
able screen space. With JavaHelp, invoking field-level help launches the full
HelpSet Viewer and displays the topic for that particular control. Although this
method takes up more screen space and operating-system resources, it offers users
an easy way to access other related topics.

Using Embedded Help
Another way to increase user-friendliness is with embedded help. Embedded help
is similar to context-sensitive help in that it displays the help topic associated with
the current condition of the application. The difference is that embedded help is
built into the interface so that the user sees it all the time. As the user switches to
different windows or controls, the help remains visible, but the active topic
changes to reflect the changes in the application’s condition.

In general, embedded help does not necessarily look like a traditional help sys-
tem. Help can come in the form of icons, tips, numbered arrows, or any visual
device built into the application’s interface. With JavaHelp, however, embedded
help is more limited: it is visual JavaHelp components (content pane, navigation
pane) built directly into a Java application’s user interface.

Deciding How to Install a HelpSet
JavaHelp itself is network-capable: the HelpSet Viewer can load a HelpSet from the
computer where it is running or from a remote computer. When deciding how to
install a particular HelpSet, take into account the network-capability of the appli-
cation for which you’re providing help. The following sections present appropri-
ate installation decisions for several kinds of applications.

Local Application
A local application is one that runs on the user’s computer without interaction with
any other computer (via a web browser or other type of network connection).
When users request help, the application launches the help system locally—that is,
on the same computer. For this situation, it is best to install the application and
your HelpSet together on the computer, in a single installation process. If the
application doesn’t rely on access to a network, the help system shouldn’t, either.

Network Application
In a network application, users might have a small part of the application installed
on their computer (the client) and access the rest of the application on one main
computer on the network (the server). Since a network is required to run the
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application, it makes sense to install the HelpSet on the server. When users access
help on the client computer, the request goes across the network to access the
necessary HelpSet files on the server, and then returns the information to display
it in the HelpSet Viewer on the client.

I recommend this installation option for any network application. Since users must
be connected to the server to run the application, it makes sense to take advan-
tage of the larger disk space usually associated with network servers. What about
the performance hit? In most corporate networks, the delay involved in accessing
the help files across the network should be quite acceptable. Any performance
issues are probably outweighed by the advantages in disk usage and administra-
tion. It would be a waste to install the HelpSet on multiple client computers when
you have the option to install them once, on the server. If you need to update the
HelpSet files later, you can do so in one location instead of multiple locations.

Java Applet
A Java applet is an application that runs within a web browser. This probably
means that the user’s computer is on a corporate network (intranet) or on the
Internet. In this case, you should install the HelpSet that documents the applet on
the server, as described in section “Network Application” above, and have the
applet access the HelpSet across the network. In the less typical case where the
applet is located on the local computer, you should install the applet’s Helpset
locally, as described in the previous section “Local Application.”

Java Product Suite
Some applications may have multiple Java components, each having its own online
help—for example, an office suite application. The separate components of the
suite might include a word processor, a spreadsheet application, and a database
application. Each component would have its own HelpSet.

Since the components are part of a larger application, you might want to merge all
the HelpSets together, presenting a single, integrated help system to the user. You
can merge HelpSets in several ways:

• Append the TOCs of each component so they appear one after another in the
main TOC.

• Sort the topics in the TOC for a more organized presentation.

• Merge the topics from the individual TOCs so common topics appear only
once in the main TOC.
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Encapsulating HelpSet Files
A HelpSet consists of multiple files—one for each help topic, one for each
graphic, and several JavaHelp-specific files (HelpSet file, map file, etc.). In design-
ing your installation strategy, consider whether you want to encapsulate all these
files into a single Java archive (JAR) file. To minimize storage requirements, the
utility that creates a JAR file compresses the data automatically.

Even if you have never heard of JAR files before, you might be more familiar with
them than you think. JAR files are very similar to the popular ZIP files. In fact, if
you have a ZIP utility, you can decompress and examine the contents of JAR files.

JavaHelp works the same way, whether or not you install the HelpSet as a JAR file.
The only difference is that the HelpSet Viewer must extract individual HelpSet
files from the JAR file, which involves a minor performance hit. In Chapter 8, I dis-
cuss using JAR compression in greater detail and provide tips for when and when
not to use JAR files.

Finding More Information on JavaHelp
When you have completed this book (or better yet, while you are reading it) you
can obtain the latest JavaHelp information from Sun Microsystems’ web site. Sun’s
web site contains the following sources of JavaHelp-related information:

• The official JavaHelp site, which is located at http://www.java.sun.com/products/
javahelp

The JavaHelp site offers current news such as upcoming JavaHelp releases,
JavaHelp events, and involvement with third-party vendors. You can also join
the JavaHelp mailing list from this site.

• The Java Developer Connection (JDC), which is free to join and is located at
http://developer.javasoft.com

The JDC offers access to technical information such as the JavaHelp specifica-
tion.

• The JavaHelp discussion group, which is part of the JDC

• To access this discussion group, click the Toolbar option at the JDC site to
launch the JDC Applet Toolbar. From this toolbar you can run the Java
GroupReader applet, which displays a list of discussion groups, including the
JavaHelp discussion group. For information on using the GroupReader
applet, connect to the GroupReader Applet site at http://developer.java.sun.
com/developer/GroupReader.html.
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